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What Every Executive Should Know 
About FSMA Compliance



Overview

• Why did FSMA happen 
• What are the major changes
• How do all the rules fit together 
• Supply chain control
• What should companies be doing now
• How much time do we have



The Changing Food-Safety 
Landscape

• Complex supply chains
• Consumer demands
• Emerging threats
• Improving epidemiology
• Influence of media
• Litigation
• New regulations
• Criminal prosecutions



Why Did FSMA Pass Congress?

• Series of major outbreaks
– Spinach - E. coli O157  2006
– Peanut butter – Salmonella 2007
– Pet food – melamine 2007
– Peanut butter – Salmonella 2009

• Desire on multiple fronts to change requirements
– Consumer organizations
– Private sector
– FDA
– Congress



State of Play

• Some authorities were granted when the 
statute was signed in 2011

• Some rules are final
• Some rules are still not final
• Guidance on rules is on the way



Rules Enacted Upon Signing 

• Inspection of records

• Suspension of registration 

• Expanded administrative detention

• Authority to require import certificates

• Mandatory recall



Inspection of Records

• Greater access to records
• Need reasonable probability that food will cause a serious 

adverse health consequence
• Records relating to manufacturing, processing, packing, 

receipt, holding or importation
– Consumer complaints
– Testing

• Can expand to other parts of your business



Administrative Detention

• “Credible evidence that food presents a serious adverse 
health consequence” 
CHANGED TO 

• “Reasonable belief food is adulterated or misbranded”

• Lowers the bar to hold food

• FDA has already used this new authority



The Seven Pillars of Prevention

– Preventive Controls for Human Food-Final 
– Preventive Controls for Animal Food-Final 
– Produce Safety
– Foreign Supplier Verification
– Third Party Accreditation
– Food Defense
– Sanitary Transport





How Does It All Work

• Basic regulatory requirements
– Preventive control rules (human and animal)
– Produce Rule

• Focus on imported food
– FSVP

• Focus on how to use accredited auditors
– Third party rule – specific areas only

• Other preventive controls
– Sanitary Transport
– Food Defense



FSMA Status Summary -
“The 7 Pillars”

Proposed Rule Final Deadline

PC- Human Food-Final Final

PC- Animal Food-Final Final

Produce Safety Final

FSVP Final

Third Party Accreditation Final

Sanitary Transport Final

Food Defense May 31, 2016



Final Preventive Controls Rule          
Key Principles

– Risk based
– Focused on prevention
– Each facility would be required to implement a written food safety 

plan that focuses on preventing “hazards requiring preventive 
controls”

• Identify “Hazards Requiring Preventative Control”
• Implement preventive controls
• Monitor, verify, validate, corrective actions
• Keep records

– Food Safety Plan Considered a “Trade Secret” – No FOIA



Facility Registration

• Does your facility manufacture, process, pack, or hold food? 
• Then need to register unless exempt
• Facility registration is due November 16, 2016



The Food Safety Plan 
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More than HACCP

• Think of all the food safety risks in the facility
• Which ones rise to the level of a “risk that requires a preventive 

control”
• How do you control those risks

– With a CCP e.g. cooking
– With a prerequisite program e.g. environmental control
– With hand washing
– Other ways – supply chain control

• Do all these identified risks require a CCP



HACCP vs HARPC vs PRPs

Food Safety Plan

Risks that require 
preventive control PRPsHACCP

CCPs

Remaining PRPs

• Environmental contamination 
• Allergen control



Supply Chain Risks
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FSMA Approach to 
Supply Chain Control

• Preventive Controls Rule (Human and Animal Food)
– Registered firms must assess supply chain risk
– If suppliers are responsible for controlling risk, the customer 

must verify that the risk is being controlled
• Foreign Supplier Verification Program 

– Shift the burden of ensuring safe food to importers
– Importers required to perform risk-based activities to verify 

that food imported into the U.S. is to the same food safety 
standards as those required of U.S. producers. 



FSMA Approach to 
Supply Chain Control

• Do you need to comply with the PC rule?
– Need supply chain control as part of PC requirement

• Are you an importer of food that does not need to be compliant 
with the PC rule
– Need to be compliant with FSVP



FSMA Preventive Control Rules –
Supply Chain Program

• The receiving facility must establish and implement a risk-based supply-
chain program for those raw materials and other ingredients for which 
the receiving facility has identified a hazard requiring a supply-chain-
applied control

• Exceptions
– Importer that is in compliance with FSVP
– Food for research

• Program must be written
• When applied by an entity other than the receiving facility’s supplier 

facility must
– Verify the supply-chain-applied control; or
– Obtain documentation of an appropriate verification activity from another 

entity, review and assess the entity’s applicable documentation, and 
document that review and assessment



FSMA and GFSI (§ 117.330)

• To the extent that an existing HACCP plan or GFSI-compliant food 
safety plan includes all required information, a facility can use 
such plans to meet the requirements of this rule.

• Relying on existing records, with supplementation as necessary 
to demonstrate compliance with the requirements of the human 
preventive controls rule, is acceptable.

• Could be a set of documents kept in different locations within 
the facility, with a list of the relevant documents (e.g. Table of 
Contents).
– Leverage PRPs as needed 



Other Rules

• Produce Rule

• Sanitary transport

• Food Defense



Compliance Dates for cGMP & PC

• Businesses with 500 + Full-Time Equivalent Employees
– September 19, 2016.  Supply Chain Program has until the later of March 17, 

2017, or 6 months after a supplier is required to comply with the applicable 
rule

• Small Businesses (< 500 FTE Employees)
– September 18, 2017.  Supply Chain Program has until the later of 

September 18, 2017, or 6 months after a supplier is required to comply 
with the applicable rule

• PMO Businesses
– September 17, 2018.  Supply Chain Program has until September 17, 2018 

• Qualified Facilities (also Very Small Businesses)
– September 17, 2018.  (Except compliance date is January 1, 2016 for 

records to support the facility’s status as a qualified facility).  



What Are Food Companies Doing

• Determining which rules apply
• How to build a Food Safety Plan
• How to link in the current plans – e.g. HACCP
• What will FDA be looking for during an inspection

– Food safety plan
– Key parts of the plan e.g. corrective actions

• How does GFSI fit in



Testing and Enforcement by  FDA

• Environmental sampling
• Finished product testing
• Linking illness with food using whole genome sequencing
• Specific requirements for environmental monitoring program
• More inspections

– Better informed
– Use USDA and State officials 



Thank You
Questions?
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